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Focal Point
NASA Ames Research Center
Computer Visualization in Three Dimensions

T

hree-dimensional computer-graphic imagery has
become commonplace in the entertainment industry—encountered everywhere today in films,
television programs and ads, weather reports, animated
cartoons and video games. And advanced 3-D computer
imaging technology is now employed throughout science,
engineering, manufacturing, and medicine to help specialists visualize the extremely complicated structures and
processes involved in their work.

Based on high-resolution models of ocean circulation, the Columbia
supercomputer is being used to study global climate patterns, such
as the effects of El Niño and global warming of the planet.

among the top ten. NASA engineers have been using
Columbia extensively in the return-to-flight activities
and redesign of the Space Shuttle, as well as for extremely
complex aeronautical simulations. Based on very highresolution ocean-circulation models, scientists are using
Columbia in studies of global warming. And physicists
from the University of California have used it to simulate
what happens in cataclysmic starbursts called supernova,
as well as in the formation of the Milky Way galaxy.
Stretching back almost a quarter century, the R&D partnership between NASA Ames Research Center and Silicon
Graphics, Inc., has given modern science, engineering,
industry and culture extremely powerful 3-D computer
visualization systems that grasp the world much as our
own eyes and minds do. Although the overall economic
impact of this innovative technology is difficult to evaluate, given how widespread it has now become, one SGI
chief executive recently estimated it at over $100 billion.
If so, this is a truly prodigious return on NASA’s original
investment in the company’s products and services.

NASA Research Park

Building on its record of successful R&D partnerships, Ames Research Center has established the
NASA Research Park adjacent to its site. The goal
is to facilitate R&D collaborations with public and
private partners in biotechnology, information technology, nanotechnology and astrobiology. Ultimately,
this research campus (depicted above) will become a
world-class, shared-use center for exploration and
innovation in the heart of Silicon Valley.
Since its 2002 inception, over 50 companies and
a dozen academic institutions have signed on, occupying existing buildings and planning new R&D
facilities. Most collaborate with Ames counterparts
on research and education projects consistent with
NASA missions. Already Carnegie-Mellon University
has established its west coast campus there—and the
University of California its Silicon Valley Center. And
search-engine giant Google, Inc., recently agreed to
build its major campus in the Park, where it will work
on joint R&D projects in large-scale data-management
and massively distributed computing.

bers into visual 3-D portraits on the computer screen that
were much more intuitively understandable by the human
eye and mind—with subtle rendering and shading of different surfaces. What had been done slowly and sketchily
by software was now accomplished much more quickly
and impressively in computer hardware. Users could finally manipulate and view data in real time, easily obtaining
multiple 3-D perspectives of an object or process.

With NASA Ames serving as its first major
This widespread use of 3-D
customer, Silicon Graphics
computer graphics and visustarted packaging these
alization technology began
microchips together with
in earnest about 25 years
video displays and elecago with the emergence of
tronic circuitry into the
Silicon Graphics, Inc. (or
versatile IRIS computer
SGI), a Silicon Valley start-up
workstations that became
company founded in 1982
increasingly popular during
by a group from Stanford
the 1980s. This highUniversity. Its driving force
tech company set up its
was James Clark, a computer
principal operations at a
scientist who had worked
site adjacent to the NASA
previously as a contractor
Ames Research Center,
for the National Aeronautics
reflecting the close assoand Space Administration’s
A computer simulation of Space Shuttle reentry developed by ciation between them. In a
Ames Research Center in
NASA Ames engineers on a Silicon Graphics workstation.
mutually beneficial arrangeMountain View, California.
While there, he developed the mathematical algorithms ment, Ames programmers developed the sophisticated
needed for visualizing the aerodynamic fluid flows around software packages engineers needed to use these workstajet aircraft in three dimensions. Engineers were already tions for aerodynamic simulation and design. They could
simulating such complex flow patterns on the Control Data literally “see” what might be happening to the complex,
and ILLIAC supercomputers available at Ames. But these turbulent airflows around a jet aircraft as it cracked the
powerful number-crunchers generated veritable mountains of numerical data that proved difficult to cope with
Advanced 3-D computer imaging
using the two-dimensional output devices that existed.

®

Stimulated in part by this challenge, Clark developed a
sophisticated silicon microchip dubbed the Geometry
Engine optimized to transform these vast arrays of num-

®

technology is now employed throughout
science, engineering, manufacturing,
and medicine.

and visualization systems have helped
scientists to integrate vast amounts of
NASA satellite and hydrographic data
into much more detailed computer
models of ocean circulation and its
impact on climate. These increasingly
accurate, higher-resolution simulations have led in turn to much better
weather forecasts and hurricane
predictions, as well as to a deeper
understanding of global climate patterns—such as the periodic warming
of the eastern Pacific Ocean during El
Niño years.

James Clark, who invented the Geometry
Engine and founded Silicon Graphics, Inc.

sound barrier, for example, and implement appropriate design changes.
Advanced supercomputers and SGI
workstations were also used extensively in evaluating and refining the
Space Shuttle design.
The fact that computer software for
aerodynamic design and engineering
was readily available fostered rapid
adoption of these SGI workstations by
the aerospace industry. Engineers at
Boeing, Lockheed and other aerospace
companies, large and small, were soon
employing them in their work. And
because Ames had encouraged Silicon
Graphics to adopt UNIX software and
TCP/IP networking standards in its
early models, users of its workstations
could begin to access NASA supercomputers over the Internet, which
by the early 1990s was expanding into
nearly every corner of modern life.
Engineers could do their simulations
on a remote supercomputer and view
the results almost immediately on
SGI workstations in their offices. And
Ames researchers began working with
the company to implement 3-D landscape displays in a realistic new class
of flight simulators.

Pieter Buning, one of the NASA Ames computer scientists who developed the software for
3-D aerodynamic simulations, using an early Silicon Graphics IRIS workstation.

But Clark and his SGI colleagues
recognized a much larger market
for their workstations in general
science and engineering, in the
many instances where complex data
need to be viewed in three dimensions. They began to be employed
for diverse applications including
oil prospecting, weather forecasting, automobile design, aircraft
manufacturing, and simulating the
detailed evolution of the Universe
from its fiery Big Bang origins. SGI
workstations gradually found their
way into medicine, too—packaged
into high-tech systems employed
by physicians to view results of
CAT or MRI scans from a variety of
angles, allowing them to rotate 3-D
images of their patients.
And innovative leaders of the entertainment industry quickly perceived
the creative potential of this new
computer technology for special effects and animation. During the late
1980s, Industrial Light and Magic,
the special-effects division of San
Rafael-based Lucasfilm, Inc., and the
Tippett Studio in Berkeley started
using increasingly powerful SGI

workstations in their work. They
enabled computer artists like Dennis
Muren to achieve the striking 3-D
imagery for such landmark films as
Terminator 2 and Jurassic Park, for
which he received Academy Awards
for visual effects. Disney Studios,
Pixar Animation, Dreamworks, and
Pacific Data Images followed suit
in the 1990s, using high-end SGI
computer systems and workstations
to develop such ground-breaking
animated feature films as Toy Story,
Antz and Shrek. By the mid-1990s
Silicon Graphics was grossing over
$2 billion annually, with a sizeable
portion of that revenue coming from
California’s world-dominant entertainment industry.

T

he major commercial thrust of
Silicon Graphics (officially renamed SGI in 1997) remained
the high-performance computer systems for 3-D scientific and engineering
visualization for which it had initially
been established. In 1996 it began to
produce and sell its own Onyx and
Origin supercomputers with advanced 3-D visualization capabilities.
Here again, Ames Research Center

®

®

SGI computers and workstations were used extensively by graphic artists at Industrial
Light and Magic, a division of Lucasfilm, Inc., to achieve the strikingly realistic animations
of dinosaurs in the landmark film Jurassic Park.

continued serving as a valuable partner and customer, helping to promote
this technology by developing additional cutting-edge applications. The
NASA Advanced Supercomputing
facility there purchased a long series
of Origin machines and developed
innovative software practices for
using them in science and engineering. In 1996 Silicon Graphics began
a cooperative R&D arrangement
with Ames, which NASA had designated its Center of Excellence in
Information Technology. “For over a
decade, Silicon Graphics and NASA
Ames have together achieved major
technological advances in the visual
simulation and scientific computing industries,” stated SGI Chairman
Edward R. McCracken in signing the
agreement between them. “Today
we are pleased to extend our collaborative work with NASA to further
accelerate developments in information technology.”
This beneficial government-industry
partnership set the stage for Ames
researchers to extend their expertise
in high-end supercomputing and
3-D visualization into fields beyond

aerodynamics—for example, in the
earth sciences. Working with Ames,
SGI developed a shared-memory
computer architecture in which many
microprocessors operating in parallel can function as a single system,
accessing and modifying the same
memory—which soon encompassed
more than a terabyte of storage. SGI’s
massively parallel supercomputers

The culmination of this partnership
was the installation at NASA Ames of
the Columbia supercomputer, named
in honor of the astronauts lost in the
Space Shuttle that disintegrated in
February 2003. Built from 20 SGI
Altix 3700 supercomputers, this
extremely powerful machine bristles
with over 10,000 Intel microprocessors that can simultaneously access
20 terabytes of memory. Soon after
project completion in October 2004,
Columbia became the world’s fastest supercomputer, and it remains

®

®

The Columbia supercomputer at NASA Ames Research Center, built in collaboration
with SGI and Intel, is still one of the most powerful computers in the world. It includes 20
SGI Altix supercomputers with more than 10,000 Intel microprocessors in all.
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